
HONESTY IN, HONESTY OUT. OUR

FATHER AND SON
SMALL, ORGANIC FRUIT,
yielding ciders that are crisp, nuanced, intense and balanced. Nothing happens easy in this family. But

EASY NEVER RAISED THE BAR.

team uses only FRESH PRESSED apples. No concentrates, ever. Our 
quest for the most vivid, complex �avours begins by hand-selecting
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HAND CRAFTED. CERTIFIED ORGANIC.

THE ANVIL (BOURBON)
THE REAL SPARK ignited when we tossed nuance aside 
and added a healthy measure of our proprietary 
barrel-proof bourbon �avour. Suddenly, something 
intense, alive and memorable happened. To our palates, 
it offers a clean, lively, aromatic presence with a layered 
smoky �nish. It’s truly integrated and rounded, and 
vitally distinct.

PAIRS WELL WITH burgers and steaks, lamb, hearty 
stews, smoked foods and charcuterie.

ALCOHOL 6%
CSPC: 769851
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THE HATCHET (APPLE)
ORGANIC APPLES WORK harder to make it through the 
growing season. They’re smaller, and much more 
expensive, but they give us the intensity we crave. Here 
we carefully pair sweet and tart varietals to ideal effect, 
resulting in a clean, refreshing hard cider with noticeable 
complexity and a lively �nish.

PAIRS WELL WITH soft cheeses, chicken, pork, seafood, 
creamy pastas, and intensely �avoured dishes like 
Mexican, Indian, Chinese, Thai.

ALCOHOL 6%
CSPC: 769849
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THE PITCHFORK (PEAR)
WE APPROACHED PEAR cider cautiously, as many are 
cloyingly sweet and unworthy of the Sonoma Cider 
name. David crafted an apple connoisseur’s pear cider, 
greeting you with the distinct aromas of both fruits. 
We’re convinced its crisp start, fresh play of �avours, and 
creamy pear �nish will inspire a fan club all its own.

PAIRS WELL WITH blue cheese, fresh fruit, barbecue, 
sweet or spicy Mexican, Indian, Chinese and Thai dishes.

ALCOHOL 6%
CSPC: 769850
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